H. PHOTOGRAPHS

Some gestures of Bihu dance sculpted in stone in 8th-9th century A.D. found in Bamuni Pahar, Tezpur.

A scene of Gabbaru-bihu photographed in 1957 and reproduced here from Bhoarg Bihu And Bihu Songs of Assam
Two scenes of modern Bihu dance in open ground
A female pause of modern Bihu dance

A scene of Huchari dance in public platform.
Ceremonial bathing of cattle on the Garn-bihu day of Bohag-bihu

Elephant fight held in Bohag-bihu
Baisago dance of the Boros in public platform

A post-harvesting Tiwa dance performed by the hills Tiwas
A scene of Mising *bihu* dance.

A Deori *bihu* dance in public platform.
Chomankan dance of the Karbis (modern form)

A traditional dance of the Rabhas (modern form)
Structure of a Meji of Magh-bihim noticed in North Kamrup.

Baking of cakes in Magh-bihim.
Fight of *bulbuli* (Indian nightingale) in *Magh-bihu*.

Buffalo fight held in *Magh-bihu*. 
Kati-bihu: Lighting of earthen lamp and offering of naibeda in paddy field.

Tulasi puja of Kati-bihu
Some Folk Musical Instruments associated with Springtime Bihu song, dance and Huchari

1. dhol
2. mahar singar pepa
3. gagana
4. toka
5. tal
6. bāhi
7. muruli